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RELATIVE PARTITION FUNCTION OF COULOMB PLUS
DELTA INTERACTION
SERGIO ALBEVERIO, CLAUDIO CACCIAPUOTI, AND MAURO SPREAFICO
Abstract. The relative partition function and the relative zeta func-
tion of the perturbation of the Laplace operator by a Coulomb potential
plus a point interaction centered in the origin is discussed. Applications
to the study of the Casimir effect are indicated.
Dedicated to Pavel Exner
1. Introduction
The present paper discusses a problem related to three main areas of
investigations, in mathematics and physics: the theory of quantum fields
(in particular thermal fields), the study of determinants of elliptic (pseudo
differential) operators, and the study of singular perturbations of linear
operators. The problem providing the link between these areas originated
with a theoretical investigation by H. B. G. Casimir [20] who predicted
the possibility of an effect, called “Casimir effect”, of attraction of parallel
conducting plates in vacuum due to the presence of fluctuations in the
vacuum energy of the electromagnetic quantum field.
Since the experimental confirmation of this effect by Spaarnay [67], about
ten years after the work of Casimir, both theoretical and experimental stud-
ies of “Casimir like effects” have received a lot of attention. In particular
the temperature corrections where first discussed by M. Fierz [35] and J.
Mehra [51], we refer to the monograph [12] for more references and details
on the effects of temperature. On the other hand, its dependence on the
geometry of the plates and the medium (even attractiveness can become
repulsion according to changing geometry) has been discussed in several
publications, see, e.g., the books [12, 19, 29, 30, 52, 54], the survey papers
[11, 61], and, e.g., [10, 14, 15, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 49, 56, 59, 62, 64].
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The physical discussion of the Casimir effect is also related to the one
of the Van der Waals forces between molecules, see [54]. It has also many
relations to condensed matter physics, hadronic physics, cosmology, and
nanotechnology, see, e.g., the references in [11, 12, 29, 30, 52, 54, 61].
Theoretically the Casimir effect arises when computing the difference be-
tween two infinite quantities, namely the vacuum energy of a quantum field
with or without a certain “boundary condition”. More generally it is a
phenomenon related to the difference of two Green’s functions associated
with hyperbolic or elliptic operators. Such problems are also of interest in
geometric analysis, particularly since the work by W. Mu¨ller [55], and M.
Spreafico and S. Zerbini [72]. The latter works are related to the intro-
duction by Ray and Singer [63] of a definition of determinants for elliptic
operators on manifolds via a zeta-function renormalization (see also, e.g.,
[50, 57]). By this procedure one can define log(detA)−
1
2 , for A self adjoint,
positive, in some Hilbert space, via the analytic continuation at s = 12 of
the zeta-function associated with A, defined for Re s sufficiently large as
ζ(s;A) :=
∑
λ∈σ+(A)
λ−s
σ+(A) being the positive part of the spectrum of A. Setting
Z := (detA)−
1
2 ,
one has the definition of the “partition function”
“ Z =
∫
Φ
e−S(ϕ)dϕ ”,
S(ϕ) := (ϕ,Aϕ), associated with a (Euclidean) quantum field with covari-
ance operator given by the inverse of A (ϕ is the field, Φ the space of “fields
configurations”).
In turn, it is well known that partitions functions Z arise as normaliza-
tions in heuristic Euclidean path integrals
“ Z−1
∫
Φ
e−S(ϕ)f(ϕ)dϕ ”,
f being complex valued functions (related to “observables”), see, e.g., [1,
73].
On the other hand it was pointed out by Hawking [43] and, indepen-
dently, Figari, Høegh-Krohn, and Nappi [36], that there is a strict relation
between Euclidean vacuum states in de Sitter spaces of fixed curvature and
temperature states of Euclidean states. Hawking used the Ray-Singer def-
inition of a partition function related to A to compute physical quantities
of the Euclidean model. For wide-ranging extensions of these connections
see, e.g., [6, 7, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 53, 55, 68, 70].
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Another application of the zeta function is in the computation of the
high temperature asymptotics of several thermodynamic functions such as
the Helmholtz free energy, internal energy, and entropy, see, e.g., [13] and
references therein.
As pointed out in [55] and [69, 70, 71], considering the relative zeta-
function of a pair of elliptic operators A, A0, leads to define, via a relative
zeta-function, a relative determinant including A and A0 and a Casimir
effect can be discussed relatively to the pair (A,A0). In fact, the strength of
the Casimir effect is expressed by the derivative of the relative zeta-function
at 0. These considerations are also related to the study of relative traces of
semigroups resp. resolvents associated with pairs of operators. The study
of such relative traces has its origins in quantum statistical mechanics [8].
The case where A0 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S
1×R3, and A is
a point perturbation of A0 has been discussed in details in [72] and [3]. For
the extended study of point interactions on Rd, d = 1, 2, 3, see [1, 4, 5]. The
case where Rd is replaced by a Riemannian manifold occurs particularly
in [24] (who points out its possible relevance in number theory), see also
[22, 34, 48].
For further particular studies of point interactions in relation with the
Casimir effect see [2, 4, 14, 15, 40, 42, 52, 45, 60, 65, 66].
Particularly close to our work is the result in [3] where A0 is the half
space x3 > 0 in R3 and A is taken to be the sum of two point interactions
located at (a1, a2, a3) and (a1, a2,−a3), a1, a2 ∈ R, a3 ∈ R+. The relative
trace of the resolvents was computed at values of the spectral parameter λ
such that Im
√
λ > 0, and the spectral measure was constructed. Moreover
the asymptotics for small and large values of the spectral parameter was
found. Furthermore the relative zeta-function and its derivative at 0 has
been computed and related to the Casimir effect [3].
The present paper extends this kind of relations to the case of the pair
(A,A0), where A0 is the operator −∆ with a Coulomb interaction at the
origin acting in L2(R3), and A is a perturbation of A0 obtained by adding a
point interaction at the origin. The construction of A0 and A is based on [4],
Ch I.2. In order to define and study the relative partition function we use
explicit formulae for the integrals of the Whittaker’s functions which enter
the explicit expression of the resolvent of −∆ with a Coulomb interaction.
Such explicit formulae do not exist in the situation where the point in-
teraction is not centered at the origin. In this situation an alternative
approach would be to use series expansions to compute the integrals. It
turns out that this idea does not seem feasible due to the slow decay of the
Coulomb interaction at infinity. On the other hand, the case of potentials
with faster decay at infinity should be treatable in this way, replacing the
explicit formulae by methods of regular perturbations theory.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the
general definition of the relative partition function associated to a pair of
non-negative self-adjoint operators and its relation with the relative zeta
function. In Section 3 we study the perturbation of the Laplacian by a
Coulomb and a delta potential centered at the origin. In Section 4 we
study the associated relative partition function of the Coulomb plus delta
interaction.
2. Relative partition function associated to a pair of
non-negative self adjoint operators
This section presents a generalization of the method introduced in [72]
to study the analytic properties of the relative zeta function associated to
a pair of operators (A,A0) as described below (see also [55]). We assume
here that logarithmic terms appear in the expansion of the relative trace,
and this will produce a double pole in the relative zeta function, and in
turn a simple pole in the relative partition function.
2.1. Relative zeta function. We denote by R(λ;A) ≡ (λ − A)−1 the
resolvent of a linear operator A. λ is in the resolvent set, ρ(A), of A,
a subset of C. The relative zeta function ζ(s;A,A0) for a pair of non
negative self adjoint operators (A,A0) is defined when the relative resolvent
R(λ;A)−R(λ;A0) is of trace class and some conditions on the asymptotic
expansions of the trace of the relative resolvent r(λ;A,A0) are satisfied, as
in Section 2 of [72]. These conditions imply that similar conditions on the
trace of the relative heat operator Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) are satisfied, according
to Section 2 of [55]. The conditions in [72] on the asymptotic expansions
ensure that the relative zeta function is regular at s = 0. In the present
work we consider a wider class of pairs, and we admit a more general type
of asymptotic expansions, as follows. Let H be a separable Hilbert space,
and let A and A0 be two self adjoint non negative linear operators in H.
Suppose that SpA = SpcA, is purely continuous, and assume both 0 and
∞ are accumulation points of SpA.
Then, by a standard argument (see for example the proof of the corre-
sponding result in [72]), we prove Lemma 2.1 below.
Let us recall first the definition of asymptotic expansion. If f(λ) is a
complex valued function, we write f(λ) ∼ ∑∞n=0 anλn, an ∈ C, λ → 0, if
for any N ∈ N0 one has f(λ)−
∑N
n=0 anλ
n
λN
→ 0 as λ → 0, and we say that f
has the asymptotic expansion
∑∞
n=0 anλ
n. Then the following result holds
true:
Lemma 2.1. Let (A,A0) be a pair of non negative self adjoint operators
as above satisfying the following conditions:
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(B.1) the operator R(λ;A) − R(λ;A0) is of trace class for all λ ∈ ρ(A) ∩
ρ(A0);
(B.2) as λ→∞ in ρ(A) ∩ ρ(A0), there exists an asymptotic expansion of
the form:
Tr (R(λ;A) −R(λ;A0)) ∼
∞∑
j=0
Kj∑
k=0
aj,k(−λ)αj logk(−λ),
where aj,k ∈ C, −∞ < · · · < α1 < α0, αj → −∞, for large j;
(B.3) as λ→ 0, there exists an asymptotic expansion of the form
Tr (R(λ;A) −R(λ;A0)) ∼
∞∑
j=0
bj(−λ)βj ;
where bj ∈ C, −1 ≤ β0 < β1 < . . . , and βj → +∞, for large j,
(C) α0 < β0.
Then the relative zeta function is defined by
ζ(s;A,A0) =
1
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
ts−1Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) dt,
when α0 + 1 < Re (s) < β0 + 1, and by analytic continuation elsewhere.
Here Γ is the classical Gamma function and
Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) = 1
2πi
∫
Λ
e−λtTr (R(λ;A) −R(λ;A0))dλ,
where Λ is some contour of Hankel type (see, e.g., [32, 70]). The analytic
extension of ζ(s;A,A0) is regular except for possible simple poles at s = βj
and possible further poles at s = αj.
Note that the poles of the relative zeta function at s = αj can be of
higher orders, differently from the case investigated in [72].
Introducing the relative spectral measure, we have the following useful
representation of the relative zeta function.
Lemma 2.2. Let (A,A0) be a pair of non negative self adjoint operators
as above satisfying conditions (B.1)-(B.3), and (C) of Lemma 2.1. Then,
ζ(s;A,A0) =
∫ ∞
0
v−2se(v;A,A0)dv,
where the relative spectral measure is defined by
e(v;A,A0) =
v
πi
lim
ǫ→0+
(
r(v2e2iπ−iǫ;A,A0)− r(v2eiǫ;A,A0)
)
v ≥ 0,
(2.1)
r(λ;A,A0) = Tr (R(λ;A)−R(λ;A0)) λ ∈ ρ(A) ∩ ρ(A0).
(2.2)
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The integral, the limit and the trace exist.
Proof. Since (A,A0) satisfies (B.1)-(B.3), we can write
Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) = 1
2πi
∫
Λ
e−λtTr (R(λ;A) −R(λ;A0))dλ.
Changing the spectral variable λ to k = λ
1
2 , with the principal value of
the square root, i.e. with 0 < arg k < π, we get
Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) = 1
πi
∫
γ
e−k
2tTr (R(k2;A)−R(k2;A0))kdk,
where γ is the line k = −ic, for some c > 0. Writing k = veiθ, 0 ≤ θ < 2π,
and r(λ;A,A0) = Tr (R(λ;A)−R(λ;A0)), a standard computation leads to
Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) = ∫ ∞
0
e−v
2te(v;A,A0)dv,
ζ(s;A,A0) =
∫ ∞
0
v−2se(v;A,A0)dv.

Remark 2.3. The relative spectral measure is discussed in general, e.g.,
in [55]. It is expressed by (2.2) in terms of r(λ;A,A0) which is the Laplace
transform of Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0), which in turn is simply related to the spec-
tral shift function (see Eq. (0.6) in [55]). The derivative of the latter is
essentially the density of states used, e.g., in [58] in connection with the
Casimir effect, and going back to the original work by M.G. Krein and
M.Sh. Birman [9, 46, 47].
It is clear by construction that the analytic properties of the relative zeta
function are determined by the asymptotic expansions required in condi-
tions (B.1) and (B.2). More precisely, such conditions imply similar condi-
tions on the expansion of the relative spectral measure, and hence on the
analytic structure of the relative zeta function. This is in the next lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Let (A,A0) be a pair of non negative self adjoint operators
as in Lemma 2.2. Then the relative spectral measure e(v;A,A0) has the
following asymptotic expansions. For small v ≥ 0:
e(v;A,A0) ∼
∞∑
j=0
cjv
2βj+1,
where
cj = −2bj sinπβj
π
,
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and the βj and the bj are the numbers appearing in condition (B3) of Lemma
2.1; for large v ≥ 0 and j ∈ N0:
e(v;A,A0) ∼
∞∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
ej,hv
2αj+1 logh v
∼
∞∑
j=0
Kj∑
k=0
k∑
h=0
ej,k,hv
2αj+1 logh v2,
where
ej,k,h = −aj,k(πi)k−h−1
(
k
h
)(
eiαjπ − (−1)k−he−iαjπ
)
,
and the aj,k, αj , and Kj are the numbers appearing in condition (B2) of
Lemma 2.1. The coefficients ej,h can be expressed in terms of the coefficients
ej,k,h.
Proof. Note that the cut (0,∞) in the complex λ-plane corresponds to the
cut (−∞, 0) in the complex −λ-plane. Thus −λ = xeiθ, with −πθ < π, and
θ = 0 corresponds to positive real values of −λ.
Thus, inserting the expansion (B3) for small λ in the definition of the
relative spectral measure, equation (2.1), we obtain, for small v,
e(v;A,A0) ∼ − v
iπ
lim
ǫ→0+
∞∑
j=0
bjv
2βj
(
e(πi−iǫ)βj − e(−πi+iǫ)βj
)
,
and the first part of the statement follows. For the expansion for large v, we
insert (B2) into the definition of the relative spectral measure. This gives,
for large v,
e(v;A,A0)
∼− v
iπ
lim
ǫ→0+
∞∑
j=0
Kj∑
k=0
aj,kv
2αj
×
(
e(πi−iǫ)αj (log v2 + πi− iǫ)k − e(−πi+iǫ)αj (log v2 − πi+ iǫ)k
)
,
e(v;A,A0)
∼−
∞∑
j=0
v2αj+1
Kj∑
k=0
aj,k
iπ
×
(
eπiαj
k∑
h=0
(
k
h
)
(iπ)k−h logk v2 − e−πiαj
k∑
h=0
(
k
h
)
(−iπ)k−h logk v2
)
,
and the thesis follows. 
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Remark 2.5. We give more details on the first coefficients that are more
relevant in the present work. Direct calculation gives
ej,0 = ej,0,0 + 2
Kj∑
k=1
ej,k,0 = −
Kj∑
k=0
aj,k(πi)
k−1
(
eiαjπ − (−1)ke−iαjπ
)
,
ej,0,0 = −2 sinπαj
π
aj,0.
2.2. Relative partition function. Let W be a smooth Riemannian man-
ifold of dimension n, and consider the product X = S1β
2pi
×W , where S1r is
the circle of radius r, β > 0. Let ξ be a complex line bundle over X, and L
a self adjoint non negative linear operator on the Hilbert space H(W ) of the
L2 sections of the restriction of ξ onto W , with respect to some fixed metric
g on W . Let L be the self adjoint non negative operator L = −∂2u +A, on
the Hilbert space H(X) of the L2 sections of ξ, with respect to the product
metric du2 ⊕ g on X, and with periodic boundary conditions on the circle.
Assume that there exists a second operator A0 defined on H(W ), such that
the pair (A,A0) satisfies the assumptions (B.1)-(B.3) of Lemma 2.1. Then,
by a proof similar to the one of Lemma 2.1 of [72], it is possible to show
that there exists a second operator L0 defined in H(X), such that the pair
(L,L0) satisfies those assumptions too. Under these requirements, we de-
fine the regularized relative zeta partition function of the model described
by the pair of operators (L,L0) by
(2.3) logZR =
1
2
Res0
s=0
ζ ′(s;L,L0)− 1
2
Res0
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) log ℓ
2,
where ℓ is some renormalization constant (introduced by Hawking [43], see
also, e.g., [53], in connection with the scaling behavior in path integrals in
curved spaces), and we have the following result, in which logZR is essen-
tially expressed in terms of the relative Dedekind eta function η(β;A,A0).
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a non negative self adjoint operator on W , and
L = −∂2u+A, on S1β
2pi
×W as defined above. Assume there exists an operator
A0 such that the pair (A,A0) satisfies conditions (B.1)-(B.3) of Lemma 2.1.
Then, the relative zeta function ζ(s;L,L0) (defined analogously to the one
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given in Lemma 2.1) has a simple pole at s = 0 with residua:
Res1
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) =− β Res2
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0),
Res0
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) =− β Res1
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0)− 2β(1 − log 2) Res2
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0),
Res0
s=0
ζ ′(s;L,L0) =− β Res0
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0)− 2β(1 − log 2) Res1
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0)
− β
(
2 +
π2
6
+ 2(1− log 2)2
)
Res2
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0)
− 2 log η(β;A,A0),
where L0 = −∂2u +A0, and the relative Dedekind eta function is defined by
log η(τ ;A,A0) =
∫ ∞
0
log
(
1− e−τv) e(v;A,A0)dv, τ > 0.
Resk
s=s0
ζ(s) is understood as the coefficient of the term (s− s0)−k in the Lau-
rent expansion of ζ(s) around s = s0.
The residua and the integral are finite.
Proof. Since (A,A0) satisfies (B.1)-(B.3), the (L,L0) relative zeta function
ζ(s;L,L0) is defined by
ζ(s;L,L0) =
1
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
ts−1Tr
(
e−tL − e−tL0)dt,
when α0 + 1 < Re (s) < β0 + 1 (with α0 and β0 as in Lemma 2.1). Since
(see for example Lemma 2.2 of [72])
Tr
(
e−Lt − e−L0t) =∑
n∈Z
e−
n2
r2
tTr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) ,
where r = β/(2π) and t > 0. Using the Jacobi summation formula and
dominated convergence to exchange summation and integration we obtain
ζ(s;L,L0) =
1
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
ts−1
∑
n∈Z
e−
n2
r2
tTr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) dt
=
√
πr
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
ts−
1
2
−1Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) dt
+
2
√
πr
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
ts−
1
2
−1
∞∑
n=1
e−
pi2r2n2
t Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) dt
=z1(s) + z2(s),
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with
z1(s) :=
√
πr
Γ(s)
Γ
(
s− 1
2
)
ζ
(
s− 1
2
;A,A0
)
,
z2(s) :=
2
√
πr
Γ(s)
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
ts−
1
2
−1e−
pi2r2n2
t Tr
(
e−tA − e−tA0) dt.
The first term, z1(s), can be expanded near s = 0, and this gives the
result stated, by Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.2, the second term z2(s) is
z2(s) =
2
√
πr
Γ(s)
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
ts−
1
2
−1e−
pi2n2r2
t
∫ ∞
0
e−v
2te(v;A,A0)dvdt,
and we can do the t integral using for example [41, 3.471.9]. We obtain
(2.4) z2(s) =
4
√
πr
Γ(s)
∞∑
n=1
∫ ∞
0
(πnr
v
)s− 1
2
Ks− 1
2
(2πnrv)e(v;A,A0)dv.
Since the Bessel function Ks− 1
2
(2πnrv) is analytic in its parameter, reg-
ular at −12 , and K− 1
2
(z) =
√
π
2z e
−z, equation (2.4) gives the formula for
the analytic extension of the relative zeta function ζ(s;H,H0) near s = 0.
We obtain
z2(0) = 0 , z
′
2(0) = −2
∫ ∞
0
log
(
1− e−2πrv) e(v;L,L0)dv,
and the integral converges by assumptions (B.2) and (B.3).

It is clear by the previous result that all information on the relative
partition function comes from the analytic structure of the spatial relative
spectral function ζ(s;A,A0) near s = −12 . Such information is based on the
asymptotic expansion assumed for the relative resolvent, and contained in
the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.7. Let (A,A0) be a pair of non negative self adjoint operators as
in Lemma 2.2. Then, the relative zeta function ζ(s;A,A0) extends analyt-
ically to the following meromorphic function in a neighborhood of s = −12 :
(2.5)
ζ(s;A,A0) =
1
2
J0−1∑
j=0
cj
βj + 1− s +
J∞−1∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
(−1)h+1ej,h
2h+1(αj + 1− s)h+1
+
∫ 1
0
v−2s

e(s;A,A0)− J0∑
j=0
cjv
2βj+1

 dv
+
∫ ∞
1
v−2s

e(s;A,A0)− J∞∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
ej,hv
2αj+1 logh v

 dv,
where J0 is the smallest integer such that βJ0 > −32 , and J∞ is the largest
integer such that αJ∞ < −32 (the αj , βj resp. cj , ej,h, Hj are as in Lemma
2.1 resp. Lemma 2.2).
Proof. Set
ζ0(s;A,A0) =
∫ 1
0
v−2se(v;A,A0)dv
and
ζ∞(s;A,A0) =
∫ ∞
1
v−2se(v;A,A0)dv,
then
ζ(s;A,A0) = ζ0(s;A,A0) + ζ∞(s;A,A0).
Consider the expansion of e(s;A,A0) for small v given in Lemma 2.4.
Let J0 be the smallest integer such that βJ0 > −32 , and write
ζ0(s;A,A0)
=
∫ 1
0
v−2s

 J0∑
j=0
cjv
2βj+1

 dv + ∫ 1
0
v−2s

e(s;A,A0)− J0∑
j=0
cjv
2βj+1

 dv.
(2.6)
The last integral in equation (2.6) is convergent, while the first one can
be computed explicitly. This gives the statement for ζ0, in the sense that ζ0
has a representation like in equation (2.5). For ζ∞ consider the expansion
of e(s;A,A0) for large v given in Lemma 2.4. Let J∞ be the largest integer
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such that αJ∞ < −32 , and write
(2.7)
ζ∞(s;A,A0) =
∫ ∞
1
v−2s

 J∞∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
ej,hv
2αj+1 logh v

 dv
+
∫ ∞
1
v−2s

e(s;A,A0)− J∞∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
ej,hv
2αj+1 logh v

 dv.
The last integral in equation (2.7) is convergent, while the first one can
be computed explicitly. This gives the statement for ζ∞, in the sense that
ζ∞ has a representation like in equation (2.5). Putting together the repre-
sentations of ζ0 and ζ∞ concludes the proof.

Corollary 2.8. Let (A,A0) be a pair of non negative self adjoint operators
as in Lemma 2.2. With the notation of that lemma,
Res2
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0) =
ea,1
4
,
Res1
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0) =
ea,0
2
− cb
2
,
Res0
s=− 1
2
ζ(s;A,A0) =
1
2
J0∑
j=0,j 6=b
cj
βj +
3
2
+
J∞∑
j=0,j 6=a
Hj∑
h=0
(−1)h+1ej,h
2h+1(αj +
3
2 )
h+1
+
∫ 1
0
v
(
e(−1
2
;A,A0)−
J0∑
j=0
cjv
2βj+1
)
dv
+
∫ ∞
1
v
(
e(−1
2
;A,A0)−
J∞∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
ej,hv
2αj+1 logh v
)
dv,
where in the lower limits of the sums a is the index in the sequence {αj},
such that αa = −32 , and b is the index in the sequence {βj}, such that
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βb = −32 , and
Res1
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) =− ea,1
4
β,
Res0
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) =− 1
2
(cb − ea,0 − (1− log 2)ea,1)β,
Res0
s=0
ζ ′(s;L,L0) =− β
(
1
2
J0∑
j=0,j 6=b
cj
βj + 3/2
+
J∞∑
j=0,j 6=a
Hj∑
h=0
(−1)h+1ej,h
2h+1(αj + 3/2)h+1
+
∫ 1
0
v
(
e(−1/2;A,A0)−
J0∑
j=0
cjv
2βj+1
)
dv
+
∫ ∞
1
v
(
e(−1/2;A,A0)−
J∞∑
j=0
Hj∑
h=0
ej,hv
2αj+1 logh v
)
dv
)
− β(1− log 2)(ea,0 − cb)
− β
(
1
2
+
π2
24
+
(1− log 2)2
2
)
ea,1
− 2 log η(β;A,A0).
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Lemma 2.7 and Prop. 2.6. 
3. Coulomb potential plus delta interaction centered at the
origin
3.1. Preliminaries. Recall that we denote by ρ(A) the resolvent set of A
and by R(λ;A) the resolvent operator (λI −A)−1, for λ ∈ ρ(A). If R(λ;A)
operates in L2(R3), we denote by k(λ;A) = k(λ;A)(x, y) the integral kernel
of R(λ;A), x, y ∈ R3.
Let H0 be the self-adjoint realization of the operator −∆ + γ/|x| in
L2(R3), namely the Laplace operator plus a Coulomb potential centered
at the origin in the three dimensional Euclidean space, with parameter
γ ∈ R. The kernel of the resolvent of H0 is, see, e.g., [4, eq. (2.1.16)] and
[16, 17],
k(λ;H0)(x, y) = −Γ(1 + γ/2
√−λ)
4π|x− y| fλ(x, y),
where
fλ(x, y) =W− γ
2
√
−λ ,
1
2
(
√
−λ x+)M ′− γ
2
√
−λ ,
1
2
(
√
−λ x−)
−W ′− γ
2
√
−λ ,
1
2
(
√
−λ x+)M− γ
2
√−λ ,
1
2
(
√
−λ x−),
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with λ ∈ ρ(H0), Re
√−λ > 0, x± = |x| + |y| ± |x − y|, and where Mκ,µ
and Wκ,µ are Whittaker functions, see e.g. [41]. In the next proposition we
recall some results on the spectrum of H0, see e.g. [4, 44].
Proposition 3.1. For all γ ∈ R the essential spectrum of H0 is purely
absolutely continuous, moreover
σess(H0) = σac(H0) = [0,+∞) .
If γ ≥ 0 the point spectrum of H0 is empty. If γ < 0 the point spectrum of
H0 is
σpp(H0) =
{
− γ
2
4(n + 1)2
}∞
n=0
γ < 0 .
Following [4], we introduced a perturbation of H0, by adding a singular
one center point interaction, also centered at the origin. For all −∞ < α ≤
∞ we denote by Hα the operator formally written as −∆ + γ/|x| + αδ0.
The concrete operator is defined in Theorem 2.1.2 of [4], and the integral
kernel of the resolvent of Hα is
(3.1)
k(λ;Hα)(x, y) =k(λ;H0)(x, y)− 4π
4πα− γFγ(γ/2
√−λ)g(λ;x)g(λ; y) ,
λ ∈ ρ(Hα) ∩ ρ(H0) , Re
√
−λ > 0 , x, y ∈ R3
with
g(λ;x) :=
Γ(1 + γ/2
√−λ)
4π|x| W−γ/2
√−λ,1/2(2
√
−λ |x|) x 6= 0,
and
Fγ(z) :=
{
ψ(1 + z)− log(z)− 12z − ψ(1) − ψ(2), γ > 0,
ψ(1 + z)− log(−z)− 12z − ψ(1) − ψ(2), γ < 0.
Here z ∈ C and ψ is the digamma function, i.e., ψ(z) = ddz log Γ(z), see
[41, 8.36]. We note that the function Fγ(z) is indeed a function of z and of
sgn(γ) only.
In the following proposition we recall some results on the spectrum of
the operator Hα, see, e.g. [4, Th. 2.1.3].
Proposition 3.2. Let −∞ < α ≤ ∞. For all γ ∈ R the essential spectrum
of Hα is purely absolutely continuous, moreover
σess(Hα) = σac(Hα) = [0,+∞) .
The eigenvalues of Hα associated with the s-wave (l = 0) are given by the
solutions of the equation
(3.2) 4πα− γFγ(γ/2
√−E) = 0, E < 0 ,
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where we set γFγ(γ/2
√−E)
∣∣
γ=0
= limγ→0 γFγ(γ/2
√−E) = −√−E.
If γ ≥ 0 and α ≥ −γ[ψ(1)+ψ(2)]/4π, the equation (3.2) has no solutions,
moreover the point spectrum of Hα is empty.
If γ ≥ 0 and α < −γ[ψ(1) + ψ(2)]/4π, the equation (3.2) has precisely
one solution, and the operator Hα has precisely one negative eigenvalue.
If γ < 0 the equation (3.2) has infinitely many solutions. Correspondingly
there are infinitely many simple eigenvalues associated with the s-wave (l =
0), moreover for l ≥ 1 the eigenvalues of Hα are given by the usual Coulomb
levels Em = −γ2/4m2, m ∈ N, m ≥ 2.
Because of the results of the previous proposition, we proceed our analysis
only in the case of repulsive Coulomb potential, namely for γ ≥ 0.
3.2. Trace of the relative resolvent. We first note that for any λ ∈
ρ(H0)∩ρ(Hα) the difference Tr (R(λ;Hα)−R(λ;H0)) is a rank one operator
(see, e.g. [4]), then the trace of the relative resolvent of the pair (Hα,H0)
is well defined by
r(λ;Hα,H0) = Tr (R(λ;Hα)−R(λ;H0)) .
By equation (3.1) and by the definition of g(λ, x) it follows that
r(λ;Hα,H0) = − Γ(1 + γ/2
√−λ)2
4πα− γFγ(γ/2
√−λ)
∫ ∞
0
W 2−γ/2√−λ,1/2(2
√
−λ |x|) d|x|
with Re
√−λ > 0.
From [41, 7.625.4 and 9.302.1] and by using the identities Γ(1+z) = zΓ(z)
and Γ(1 − z)Γ(z) = πsin(πz) , z ∈ C\Z, we get for the integral in the latter
equation the expression∫ ∞
0
W 2−γ/2√−λ,1/2(2
√
−λ |x|) d|x|
=
1
2
√−λ
1
Γ(1 + γ/2
√−λ)Γ(γ/2√−λ)
× 1
2πi
∫
L
(1− s)s
(s+ γ/2
√−λ)(s− 1 + γ/2√−λ)
π2
sin2(πs)
ds,
where L is a path in C from −∞ to +∞ such that the set {1, 2, 3, ...} is
on the right of L and the set {0,−1,−2, ..., 1 − γ/2√−λ,−γ/2√−λ,−1 −
γ/2
√−λ, ...} is on the left of L. We notice that for γ > 0 one can choose
L = {s = x0 + iy with 1− γRe
√−λ/2|λ| < x0 < 1 , −∞ < y <∞}.
This gives
(3.3) r(λ;Hα,H0) = − 1
4πα− γFγ(γ/2
√−λ)
1
2
√−λI(γ/2
√
−λ),
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where
(3.4) I(z) =
z
2πi
∫
L
(1− s)s
(s+ z)(s− 1 + z)
π2
sin2(πs)
ds,
and we used again the identity Γ(1 + z) = zΓ(z), z ∈ C. In order to
analyze the function I(z) appearing in the formula for the relative trace of
the resolvent we need the formulas in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let L be the path L = {z = x0 + iy| 1 − a < x0 < 1 , −∞ <
y <∞}, with Re (a) > 0, then
1
2πi
∫
L
π2
sin2 πz
dz = 1 ,
and
1
2πi
∫
L
1
z + a
π2
sin2 πz
dz = ψ′(a)− 1
a2
.
Proof. For the first, we just integrate
1
2πi
∫
L
π2
sin2 πz
dz = − 1
2i
[cot(πz)]x0+iyx0−iy
= lim
y→∞−
1
2
(
eix0−y + e−ix0+y
eix0−y − e−ix0+y −
eix0+y + e−ix0−iy
eix0+y − e−ix0−y
)
= 1.
For the second one, we first integrate twice by parts. This gives∫
L
1
a+ z
π2
sin2 πz
dz = −2
∫
L
log sinπz
(a+ z)3
dz.
Next,we use the product representation for the sine function:∫
L
log sinπz
(a+ z)3
dz =
∫
L
log πz
(a+ z)3
dz +
∫
L
1
(a+ z)3
∞∑
k=1
log
(
1− z
2
k2
)
dz.
The first term gives no contribution, for∫
L
log πz
(a+ z)3
dz = −1
2
[
log πz
(a+ x0 + iy)2
]y=+∞
y=−∞
+
1
2
∫
L
1
z(a+ z)2
dz
= 0 +
1
2
[
1
a(a+ z)
− 1
a2
log
(
1 +
a
z
)]y=+∞
y=−∞
= 0.
In the second term, due to uniform convergence, we can twist the sum
with the integration. We have∫
L
1
(a+ z)3
log
(
1− z
2
k2
)
dz = 0−
∫
L
z
(a+ z)2
1
k2 − z2 dz.
Assuming Re (a) > 0, we can deform the path L to a contour of Hankel
type: starting at infinity on the upper side of the real axis, turning around
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the point z = k and going back to infinity below the real axis. Since the
integrand vanishes as z−3 for large Re (z), we can further deform the path
of integration to a circle around the point z = k. This gives∫
L
z
(a+ z)2
1
k2 − z2 dz = −
πi
(a+ k)2
,
and hence the second formula of the lemma follows recalling the definition
of the digamma function ψ(z), see [41, 8.36]. 
Now we can use the result of the latter lemma to give an explicit expres-
sion for the function I(z).
Lemma 3.4. Let I(z) be the function defined in equation (3.4), then
I(z) = 1− 2z + 2ψ′(1 + z)z2 .
Proof. We observe that
(1 − s)s
(s+ z)(s − 1 + z) = −1 +
z(1 + z)
s+ z
+
z(1 − z)
s− 1 + z ,
from which it follows that
z
2πi
∫
L
(1− s)s
(s+ z)(s− 1 + z)
π2
sin2 πs
ds =− z
2πi
∫
L
π2
sin2 πs
ds
+
z2(1 + z)
2πi
∫
L
1
s+ z
π2
sin2 πs
ds
+
z2(1− z)
2πi
∫
L
1
s− 1 + z
π2
sin2 πs
ds.
Using Lemma 3.3, and recalling that ψ(z + 1) = ψ(z) + 1z , after some
calculation we have the stated formula. 
Proposition 3.5. For any λ ∈ ρ(Hα) ∩ ρ(H0), the trace of the relative
resolvent of the pair of operators (Hα,H0) is given by
(3.5)
r(λ;Hα,H0) =− zI(z)
γ(4πα − γFγ(z))
∣∣∣∣
z= γ
2
√
−λ
=− z(2ψ
′(1 + z)z2 − 2z + 1)
γ(4πα − γ(ψ(1 + z)− log z − 12z − ψ(1) − ψ(2)))
∣∣∣∣
z= γ
2
√
−λ
,
with Re
√−λ > 0. Moreover the following asymptotic expansion holds true
for small λ,
(3.6) r(λ;Hα,H0) =
∞∑
k=0
bk(−λ)k,
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with bk ∈ R. The first coefficients are given by
b0 = − 1
3γ(γ − 2Cγ + 4πα) , b1 =
(17− 24C)γ + 48πα
45γ3(2Cγ − γ − 4πα)2 .
For large λ, we have the following asymptotic expansion
(3.7) r(λ;Hα,H0) =
∞∑
j=2,k=0
aj,k(−λ)−
j
2 logk(−λ),
with aj,k ∈ R. The first coefficients are given by
a2,0 = −1
2
, a2,k>0 = 0
a3,0 =
4πα+ (2− C)γ + γ(log γ − log 2)
2
, a3,1 = −γ
4
, a3,k>1 = 0.
Proof. Formula (3.5) follows directly from the equation (3.3) and from
Lemma 3.4. The asymptotic expansions of the relative trace follow eas-
ily from classical expansion of the poly Gamma function. Recalling the
expansions of the digamma function (see for example [41, 8.344]) for large
|z|, z ∈ C
ψ(1 + z) = log z +
1
2
1
z
−
∞∑
k=1
B2k
2k
1
z2k
,
B2k being Bernoulli numbers, and for small z ∈ C (see for example [41,
8.342]):
ψ(1 + z) = −C +
∞∑
k=2
(−1)kζ(k)zk−1,
where C is the Euler constant, and where ζ denotes the Riemann’s zeta
function. Since z = γ
2
√−λ one obtains the expansions (3.6) and (3.7). 
4. The relative partition function of the Coulomb plus delta
interaction
In this section we study the relative zeta function and the relative parti-
tion function of the model described in Section 3.
In order to obtain the relative zeta function for the pair of operators
(Hα,H0) described in Section 3. It is clear, by the result in Prop. 3.5, that
the conditions (B.1), (B.2) and (B.3) of Lemma 2.1, necessary to define
the relative zeta function are satisfied. Also, by the same proposition, the
minimum value for the index j is j = 2, corresponding to α2 = −1, then the
first terms in the expansion of the relative spectral measure, according to
Lemma 2.4, are: first, the term corresponding to α2 = −1, that gives a only
a term in 1v , since K2 = 0; second, the terms corresponding to α3 = −32 ,
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that gives a term in 1v2 and a term in
1
v2 log v
2, since K3 = 1. Applying the
formula in Lemma 2.4, the coefficients are:
e2,0,0 = 0;
e3,0,0 =
4πα+ (2− C)γ + γ log γ2
π
, e3,1,0 = 0, e3,1,1 = − γ
2π
.
Whence, we have the following expansion of the relative spectral measure:
(4.1) e(v;Hα,H0) = O(v
k), k > 0
for v → 0+,
(4.2)
e(v;Hα,H0) = −γ
π
1
v2
log v +
4πα+ (2− C)γ + γ log γ2
π
1
v2
+O(v−3 log v)
for v → +∞, and e3,0 = 4πα+(2−C)γ+γ log
γ
2
π , e3,1 = − γπ . All the coefficients
ej,h with smaller indices vanish.
We are now in the position of analyzing the relative zeta function ζ(s;Hα,H0).
In fact, what we are interested in is the expansion near s = −12 .
Proposition 4.1. The relative zeta function ζ(s;Hα,H0) has an analytic
expansion to a meromorphic function analytic in the strip 0 ≤ Re (s) ≤ 1,
up to a double pole at s = −12 . Near s = −12 , the following expansion holds:
ζ(s;Hα,H0) =
e3,1/4(
s+ 12
)2 + e3,0/2s+ 12 +
∫ 1
0
ve(v;Hα,H0)dv
+
∫ ∞
1
v
(
e(v;Hα,H0)− e2,1
v2
log v − e2,0
v2
)
dv +O
(
s+
1
2
)
,
where
e3,1 = −γ
π
, e3,0 =
8πα− 2Cγ + 4γ + γ log γ24
2π
.
Proof. By the expansions in equations (4.1) and (4.2) for the relative spec-
tral measure, we see that the indices J0 and J∞ defined in Lemma 2.7 are
respectively: J0 = 0 and J∞ = 4. Hence, by the same lemma, there are no
poles arising from the expansion of the spectral measure for small v, and
since the minimum value for the index j of αj is j = 2, there are three
terms arising from the expansion for large v. The first term is with j = 2,
and vanishes since e2,0 = 0. The other two terms are with j = 3, and k = 0
and k = H3 = 1. Applying the formula in Lemma 2.7 we compute these
terms. 
Corollary 4.2. The relative zeta function of the pair of operators (L =
−∂2u + Hα, L0 = −∂2u + H0) on S1β
2pi
× R3 has a simple pole at s = 0 with
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residua:
Res1
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) =
γ
4π
β,
Res0
s=0
ζ(s;L,L0) = −
8πα− 2Cγ + 4γ + γ log γ24
4π
β +
(1− log 2)γ
2π
β,
Res0
s=0
ζ ′(s;L,L0)
=−
(∫ 1
0
ve(v;Hα,H0)dv +
∫ ∞
1
v
(
e(v;Hα,H0)− e3,1
v2
log v − e3,0
v2
)
dv
)
β
− (1− log 2)(8πα − 2Cγ + 4γ + γ log
γ2
4 )
2π
β +
(
2 +
π2
6
+ 2(1− log 2)2
)
γ
4π
β
− 2
∫ ∞
0
log
(
1− e−βv
)
e(v;Hα,H0)dv.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Prop. 4.1 and Cor. 2.8. 
Using the formula in equation (2.3), we obtain the following result for
the relative partition function, where ℓ is some renormalization constant,
logZR
=− 1
2
(∫ 1
0
ve(v;Hα,H0)dv +
∫ ∞
1
v
(
e(v;Hα,H0)− e3,1
v2
log v − e3,0
v2
)
dv
)
β
− (1− log 2)(8πα − 2Cγ + 4γ + γ log
γ2
4 )
4π
β +
(
2 +
π2
6
+ 2(1− log 2)2
)
γ
8π
β
−
∫ ∞
0
log
(
1− e−βv
)
e(v;Hα,H0)dv
+
(
4πα− Cγ + 2γ + γ log γ
2
− 1 + γ log 2
) β
2π
log ℓ.
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